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Qusetion Number One:
A1- When you see red, your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems
and digestive problems.
2- . Other factors influencing health included a supportive network of family and friends, and an
optimistic outlook on life
3- Some health professionals believe that the lifestyle choices, for example smoking or lack of exercise,
are the reason for heart disease and other illnesses
4- feel a bit blue
5- researchers
6- The research showed that children who were more able to stay focused on a task, and who had a more
positive attitude to life at age seven, were usually in a better health 30 years later.
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! س ا#! ل ن ا% 77- They have a better view on life and will do almost everything with an optimistic attitude.
Because of this, I think that they will make healthy, positive decisions in life;
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8- reciting Holly Quran, take long breath, count to ten
B- Literature spot:1- Bombay, Calcutta , Kholby
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2- growing worm
Qusetion Number Two:
A- 1- contradictory 2- linguistics 3- monitor 4- conscientious 5- make
B- 1- negotiable 2- qualify 3- successfully 4- invention
Qusetion Number Three:
A- 1- plans 2- is going to meet 3- were published 4- was reading 5- had been
B1- watching movie is more interesting than reading a novel.
2- The heavy rainfall is believed to have caused the devastating of the dam.
3- If only Jamal had prepared well for the exam.
4- The ting which/that makes travelling an exciting experience is meeting new people.
5- Could you tell me how much the cotton shirt costs?
Qusetion Number Four:
A-1- used to feed 2- which 3- hadn't shouted 4- unless 5- much 6- repaired.
Qusetion Number Five:
A-1- extraction 2- is 3- reserves 4- reason , Jordan 5- import
B- Guided Writing
- Firstly, there are many tips for studying long hours without getting tired such as
prioritising your schedule and taking regular breaks.
- In addition, there are other tips for studying long hours without getting tired like
studying in daylight and finding a suitable place to study.
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